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ABSTRACT
This historically based study involves a variety of critical devices to
examine the evolving types of humor in the Donald Duck shorts. This
investigation encompasses his first appearance in 1934's The Wise Little Hen to
his later appearances in the late fifties and early sixties. Part of this study will
focus on discovering just what forms of humor were used and to establish
working definitions for exaggeration, understatement, black humor, and
reversal and see how they function in the Donald Duck cartoon.
In addition, the character of Donald will be examined to see how he is used
as a solitary character or in conjunction with some other Disney character,
and to find out if his comic function changes depending on these factors.
This study was done by viewing the cartoons in relationship to the comic
devices established. The selection of cartoons was based on availability.
The evolution of the humor in the Donald Duck cartoon reveals a changing
of the comic expectations of the audience in America and the world in the past
sixty years. For the most part, the earlier shorts focused on exaggeration in a
series of gags, while in the later cartoons a more sophisticated humor and a
more complex mixing of comic devices became evident.

INTRODUCTION

In 1934, Walt Disney released the short The Wise Little Hen to the movie
going public. While the cartoon may have been a far cry from the more
famous Disney stories, Hen did manage to introduce one of Walt Disney's most
popular stars to the world, Donald Duck. Since then, Disney's aquatic foul has
gone on to world wide fame, and has according to some, outstripped the
popularity of Disney's other leading character, Mickey Mouse. The Donald
Duck cartoons were for the most part a successful series that used a wide
variety of comic devices and styles to invoke humor. The shorts also possessed
a distinctive structure that made them unique as opposed to other animated
stories, and it is the purpose of this study to investigate these devices and see
how they developed and evolved. This study will break itseT down into the
following sections: (I) The emergence of Donald as a character, (II) A brief
look at Donald's career, (III) Dona'd as a manic character, (IV) The
definitions of the types of humor, (V) The early cartoons, (VI) Donald and
frustration, (VII) Donald with Mickey and Goofy, (VIII) Donald with Daisy, (IX)
Donald with Huey, Dewey, and Louie, (X) Donald with Chip and Dale, (XI) Donald
with Spike, the bee, and (XII) Conclusion.
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CHAPTER I

THE EMERGENCE OF DONALD AS A CHARACTER

Donald Duck is a unique character in animation. Rarely has an animated
character been as successful in as many media as Donald has. Not only has he
appeared in over one hundred and sixty animated shorts, but he has an
immensely popular comic books series (in part written by Carl Barks). These
two, in conjunction with the newspaper strips, coloring books, and various
other merchandise, have made him an icon around the world. Just as Mickey
Mouse has become recognizable around the world, so has Donald.
But what is so appealing about Donald? Physically, Donald's very
appearance elicits laughter. The blending of his classic sailor suit and his
elongated body has become his own personal trademark throughout the past
fifty years. His unmistakable voice—that combination of high pitched
squawking and incomprehensibility—again is uniquely his. Brought to life by
Clarance "Ducky" Nash, Donald's raspy, speeded up voice is one that is
recognized all over the world.
Donald's popularity is also high in the ranks of world famous fictional
characters. While for many Mickey is more popular, John Grant, author of The
Encyclopedia of Walt Disney's Animated Characters, feels that in Europe
Donald is more popular among adults than with children. This is due to his
"naughtiness" which is something the older audience can identify with.
However, Domtld has his critics. While many feel that Donald has become a
force for good, there have also emerged a few who believe that Donald
represents an American ideology that can conflict with an emerging nation’s
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culture. This view can best be studied in Ariel Dorfman's How to Read Donald
Duck- Regardless, Donald has become a presence in the world, but just what is
it about him that makes him such a strong comic character? What separates
him from other animated individuals such as Mickey, Goofy, and Pluto or even
non-Disney characters such as Bugs Bunny, Daffy Duck, or Popeye?

CHAPTER II

A BRIEF LOOK AT DONALD'S CAREER

To be able to keep Donald's career in historical context, a brief history of
the character is in order. His first appearance was in 1934's The Wise Little
Hen. At the time, he was more or less a supporting character, but the
animators found enough potential to bring him back in Orphan's Benefit
(1942)_where lie gained even more notoriety. With each succeeding cartoon,
Donald's personality developed into the temperamental, ego driven, constantly
frustrated individual he has become known for over the years.
During World War II Donald starred in two patriotic "propaganda" shorts.
One Per Fuehrer's Face (1943)was perhaps Donald's finest moment during the
War and even brought the Disney Studio an Academy Award. The second, The
Spirit of '43 (1943) invoked the theme of a person paying his or her taxes to
help the war effort.
Donald also starred in two Disney features: Saludos Amigos and The Three
Caballeros during the early forties. These films with a Latin American theme
were meant to Increase good will towards the United States and countries south
of the border during the war years.
Donald, along with other Disney characters were introduced into
Disneyland, The Disney television show, and other such Disney products and
programs with Donald continuing to serve as a foil for the more easy-going
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Mickey.
Donald has also appeared in comic books. In 1942, Jack Hannah and Carl
Barks started him in a comic book, Donald Duck Finds Pirate Gold. This led to
Barks working in a highly successful series that would not cease until 1966. In
that time, Barks created the character of Scrooge McDuck, a relative of
Donald's. This character, paired with Donald and Huey, Dewey, and Louie,
gained new fame in a series of adventure stories that are even now considered
popular and continue to be reprinted. Donald was also successful in a
newspaper strip series written by Bob Karp and drawn by Al Taliaferro.
Donald's most recent film appearance was in 1990's The Prince and The
Pauper alongside Mickey and Goofy.

CHAPTER III

DONAID AS A MANIC CHARACTER
If compared with other Disney characters such as Mickey, Goofy, or even
Pluto, Donald's most obvious difference is that he possesses a temper and a
persistent ego. By having these characteristics, Donald becomes more flawed
and much more human than his various animated contemporaries. This
allowed him to become a kind of Everyman who the audience can relate to.
This difficulty in relating soon became apparent with the other Disney
creations. Even though he was not originally that passive, Mickey soon
evolved into an easy-going individual which the animators found too
restricted for the more broad comedy necessary for their cartoons. Goofy,
though being the "goof," or the klutz character had the same mildness that
Mickey had—he was still too nice for the broad comic situations necessary in
the upcoming cartoons. From this problem, the need for Donald arose. In The
Encyclopedia of Walt Disnev's Animated Characters. lack Hannah, stated:
We began to have an awful hard time finding stories for Mickey. Mickey
began as a mischief-maker, but he developed right off the bat into a little hero
type, and you couldn't knock him around too much . . . . The Duck was very
versatile to work with [and] it was easy to find a situation for him . . . . Donald
could be anything. He had every emotion a human being had. He could be cute,
mischievous, go from warm to cool at any moment. You could half kill him and
he'd come back. (61)
As Walt Disney put it in 1936: "Donald Duck is an escape, a relief from Mickey's
inhibitions. He is a very outrageous fellow, with bad manners and a worse
temper, and everybody is fond of him, including himself " (Smith 53).
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One important asset in understanding the character of Donald is from a 1939
character analysis done by the Disney story department. A part of it was
reprinted in Grant s Disney Encyclopedia:
The Duck is the most versatile of all Disney characters . . . . Exceptions are
dumb roles and gentlemen parts—he is too smart and active to play the
former, and, as for the latter, he just can't be bothered.
He is vain, cocky and boastful; loves to impose on other people and to
heckle them, but if the tables are turned, he flies into a rage. He can dish it
out, but he can't take i t . . . .
His well -known quick temper arises in most instances from frustration of
his desires, but ridicule, petty annoyances, im patience, or ruthless
destruction of some valued possession can make him turn the air blue. He
doesn't stay angry for long periods, even in his wildest rages, he can be
completely and instantly mollified by a little gratification.
When opposed by living characters, his rage seldom goes beyond the
bluffing point, but occasionally, he comes in with his dukes flying and
gives a good account of himself. Always, however, the characters that he
beats up are much larger than himself.
He is easily amused, and laughs especially heartily when he thinks he has
caused some person or thing discomfort. The reason that he has few
opportunities to laugh in his pictures is because audiences prefer to see
him taking it, not dishing it out. (62)
Donald's character is well-delineated and set up in the Disney universe. As for
the characters that he beats up "being larger than himself,"one must wonder
if personalities such as Chip and Dale are considered. Still, Donald does not
necessarily need conflict to maintain his comic function. In Orphan's Benefit
(1941), Donald's unique singing of "Little Boy Blue" and his mannerisms are
able to elicit humor from the situation rather than just relying on physical
gags or fight scenes.
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One of his many assets was his flexibility in comic situations. According to
Jack Hannah, "You could rough him up and the next minute he was happy as
the devil. He changed that fast" (O'Brien 16). In addition, depending on the
plot, Donald could play either the villain or the hero of the story. When Donald
is paired up with his nephews Huey, Dewey, and Louie, he can easily become
the victim of their pranks and become the tormented protagonist. On the other
hand, he can play the part of the antagonist as well. Many Disney cartoons
have Donald cruelly tormenting Chip and Dale or Spike the Bee with the
outcome placing Donald as the loser. This flexibility is a special trait that sets
Donald apart from Mickey Mouse, Goofy, Daffy, or even Bugs Bunny, who
became locked into their various good-guy or bad-guy roles.
To understand what is unique about Donald, the concept of a manic
character must tie further defined. For the purposes of this study, mania is
defined as a frustration with the world that drives a character to put him or
herself in conflict with someone or something around this person. In
addition, the individual possesses an excessive energy and a unpredictable ego.
Daffy Duck, Wile E. Coyote and Elmer Fudd are three Warner Brother animated
personalities that also fit this category. Elmer is intensely manic in his
determination to hunt down Bugs Bunny.
Throughout many cartoons, this drive forces Elmer to endure countless
humiliations as he tries to "get the wabbit." Wile E. Coyote fits this definition
also as he pursues the road runner. Then there is Daffy Duck, who will stop at
nothing to be victorious over his rival, Bugs Bunny. The extremism of Daffy's
mania goes so far as to attempt to pit Elmer against Bugs in such classics as
Rabbit Fire (1951) and Duck! Rabbit! Duck (1953). Still, none of these
characters possess the combination of frustration and determination that
Donald has.
Donald's mania is quite different from the others because it seems to be
more grounded, more closely set in reality. This is in stark comparison to

Donald's Warner Brother counterparts. Donald's comic situations are more
closely set to events that happen in real life: trying to impress one's
girlfriend, trying to go to sleep when there is a leaky faucet, trying to fix a
flat tire, etc. In contrast, while other manic characters tend to lose themselves
in more far-fetched scenarios, Donald does not. Yet, while Donald can fly off
the handle, he does not show the lunacy of Bugs Bunny or Wile E. Coyote.
Nonetheless, Donald fits the definition of mania by his "war," his conflict
with himself and the outside world. Many times this conflict involves his ego
an his need to prove himself superior to the people or world around him.
One should be reminded that when one is examining an animated character
that he or she can be "dynamic." In this case, dynamic refers to how an
individual can chmige and develop during the evolution of the plot. The later,
more familiar Mickey Mouse is a different Mickey Mouse than the one who
appeared in Steamboat Willie (1928). The same could also be said of Warner
Brother's Bugs Bunny who underwent a similar type of personality evolution.
The earlier Bugs was more prone to failure than the later, more sophisticated
Bugs who never loses face to a rival. Still, for this study, the focus will be set
on the final developed character.
Still, what methods, what types of structures, what gags are characteristic of
the Donald Duck cartoons? For this we must set up some working definitions to
analyze the humor in the cartoons.

CHAPT ER IV

DEFINITIONS OF HUMOR

In Too Funnv For Words: Disney's Greatest Sight Gags noted Disney
animators Frank Thomas and Ollie Johnston state that "the key to Disney
humor is the right gag in the right predicament for the right personality"
(23). While this statement is certainly true, for the purposes of our study the
comic devices used must be broken down even further. Overall, there are
several used in the Donald Duck shorts. The following is a list and definition
for the variety of devices.
Exaggeration, also referred to as overstatement, is the most heavily used
form of comedy in the Disney cartoons. This is where a certain element, scene,
or character can be blown out of proportion. In the Art of Walt Disney: The
Illusion of Life, it is revealed that even Disney had trouble explaining the
difference between realism and exaggeration to his animators:
Some of the artists felt that "exaggeration" meant a more distorted drawing, or
an action so violent it was disturbing. They found they had missed the point.
When Walt asked for realism, he wanted a caricature of realism. (33-4)
In the end, Disney found his mixture of believability, and exaggeration
became the main comedic device in the Walt Disney cartoons.
Gag. This type of joke falls under the general heading of exaggeration, but
there is enough distinction to this device that it should be further explained.

For a definition Too Funnv For Words: Disney's Greatest Sight Gags is again
used.
Thomas and Johnston define a gag as "a joke, or a quip or a bit of comic byplay
in a theatrical act" (15). Overall, they list seven types. 1) The spot gag is a short
visual event that can be added or deleted that is incidental to the plot except in
length; 2) The running gag is one that is repeated throughout the picture,
becoming funnier each time simply because of its repetition; 3) The gag that
builds, a sequence of gags that dramatically expands the comic dilemma or
comic nature of a particular situation so that each element of this gag builds
on another until it reaches a crowning moment; 4) The action gag depends on
extracting humor that is unique to the character's own comic properties. For
example, Goofy's way of invoking humor from a pratfall would be distinct as
opposed to Mickey's; 5) The tableau gag is a sustained funny picture of a
character's framed face; 6) The inanimate character gag comes from giving
an object or a machine a personality "that cleverly fits both its appearance
and its function" (30); 7) The funny drawing is quite simply a drawing that
makes the gag funnier and gives a comic visage. Two final gags are so
specialized that Thomas and Johnston put them in a separate category. They
are the color gag and the surprise gag. The color gag depends on various
colors in emotional responses, such as the animated character's face turning
red. The surprise gag deals with the presentation of something unexpected
that would stcirtle the audience who might be accustomed to some variations of
the gag (15).
Reversal. This involves a turnaround involving the plot or character in the
story. An example of this would be a man taking a woman's traits or vice versa.
Another case would involve two characters. One would start out making a
statement, then by happenstance the other character would find him or
herself in a similar situation and thereby repeating the other character's
statement.
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Dark or black humor. This form of humor occurs infrequently in the Disney
cartoons, but its presence can be seen. Dark humor is basically making light of
a situation which normally is not considered funny. Jokes or references to
murder, suicide or other such conventionally "dark" topics are considered
examples of dark humor. An example of this occurs in Donald's Dilemma (1947)
where a distraught Daisy, upset over the fact that she may have lost Donald
puts a revolver to her head and has other suicidal paraphernalia scattered
about.
Understatement. This form occurs when the reactions or responses to a
given situation are anesthetized. An example of this would be a man standing
by a mountain. Suddenly, the mountain explodes, but the man does not react. If
he does, he merely shrugs his shoulders. This downplaying or understatement
breaks our supposed anticipation of what the reaction should be, which in this
case would be surprise or bewilderment. This calloused behavior fits Bergson's
theory considering the distancing of humanity in humor.
Surrealism. This borderline term is defined in The Dictionary of Film Terms
as "a modern movement in painting, sculpture, theater, film, photography,
and literature, originating in France in the early 1920's, that seeks to express
subconscious states through the disparate and illogical arrangement of
imagery" (Beaver 282). While this device was used sparingly in some Disney
cartoons. The early Skeleton Dance (1929) and Fantasia (1940) proved that
Disney was willing to experiment with the material, but seemed to taper off on
this in his later cartoons.
Repetition.

Another factor that must be remembered in humor is audience

expectation. A great deal of humor comes from what the audience normally
expects. After a certain amount of time and viewing, the audience can began to
anticipate a comic moment. An example of this would be the obvious placement
of a banana peel on a sidewalk. A pedestrian approaches who does not see the
peel. The viewer anticipates that the pedestrian will not see the peel and slip.
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Depending on what the director or animator plans, the pedestrian can either
slip or suddenly veer away from the peel. This sudden thwarting of
expectations can lead to humor but it is by repetition and exposure to similar
such jokes that make it possible. The allowance for audience anticipation must
not be underestimated. Dave Hand, a Disney supervising director explained
anticipation as to prepare the audience "for the gag we were going to use . . .
and, "always be sure that what you are doing is perfectly clear to everybody"
(Too Funnv for Words. 99). Familiarity, is another form of repetition that ties
into the audience.

"The best laughs come from funny situations that the

audience recognized as being close to their experiences" (Too Funnv for
Words. 24).
Inversion of Values. In many dramas and comedies, the comic protagonist
may exhibit some negative personality traits. In the case of Donald, it is his
fierce temper and persistent ego. Usually, there is some point that the
character will not cross. For Donald and other Disney characters this might be
murder. But many animated and film characters use their literary license to
point out hypocrisies in society.
In Bergson's essay, "Laughter," it is stated that laughter occurs when there
is a loss of humanity. It might be in the world of animation where Bergson
proves his point. Cartoons, for the most part, offer a departure away from
humanity and the "real world" with their surrealistic and exaggerated gags.
Cruelty (in the form of assault comedy or the spirit of the invective) is highly
visible in the early shorts. Yet, with all these comic devices, there must be
some connection to humanity for the audience to relate to. One possible link is
the human trait of frustration and how it relates to the character of Donald
will be analyzed in another chapter.
Regardless, jokes that might be funny for one character might not be
amusing for another. Again, the fact that Mickey had become too much of a
nice guy character determined that the more vicious, more cruder type of

humor would not work for him. Therefore Donald or Goofy were used. As
Thomas stated,' the personality of the victim of a gag determines whether it
will be funny" (Too Funnv for Words. 22).

CHAPTER V

THE EARLY CARTOONS

The focus of this examination will be on Donald's comic function in the
cartoons with a secondary emphasis on a historical perspective. One
contention of this thesis is that the comic function and devices vary
depending on the role that Donald plays in the animated short. That is
cognizant if Donald is a solitary character or paired with some other conscious
entity.
The second contention of this thesis is to examine how the devices of humor
changed and evolved over the years. Not every Donald Duck cartoon could be
analyzed for this study. Selection was based on availability.
The Wise little Hen (1934)
Donald's debut: appearance featured few gags or real overt comedy. In fact,
Hen was produced as a Silly Symphonies cartoon and thereby the story and
music was given a higher priority than the humor. The plot involves a mother
hen who tries to get help in harvesting her corn, but gets little assistance
from Peter Pig and Donald Duck. After various attempts, the hen is left to
harvest her own crop, but when the time comes she reciprocates the favor by
substituting castor oil in their meals when they come over for supper. In his
first appearance, Donald wears his traditional navy suit, but his physique is
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different from his latter form. His neck and bill are longer and he is slightly
thinner. O'Brien states that "with long bill and knobbv knees, Donald's orm
was primitive and static by comparison to his flexilr

physique of later years"

(16). As for his character traits, the familiar self- jnteredness is there when
he tries to get out of work, but Grant felt that something was lacking, "One
feature is missing from Donald's personality . . . his highly inflammable
temper" (63). That missing element was quite noticeable to the Disney
animators and they took great pains to continue Donald's evolution. Besides,
that of the basic situation, there is no real physical humor in the cartoon, no
gags, pratfalls or other such elements.
Mickey's Fire Brigade (1935)
By the following year, Donald had achieved status as a regular continuing
player at Disney, By Mickey's Fire Brigade. Donald's bill was still a bit more
elongated and he is thinner than his later incarnation, but his personality and
character had mostly been established. He is now easily irritated and possesses
an ego which demands that he be the center of attention. The same evolution
could be said for Mickey and Goofy, who are still in the process of change.
Opening with a self-reflexivity gag (the fire burns up the credits) , the
cartoon uses an innovative touch to draw the audience into the animated
world. A second one also takes place in this cartoon as a fire hose sprays water
on the "screen" when Mickey is struggling with it. Relying more or less on
exaggeration and gags, the humor depends on the physical. The short's plot is
simple—Mickey, Donald and Goofy try to put out a fire at a boarding house.
When the trio first arrive, the three are each assigned his own individual
action gag—each guided "by the right joke for the right personality." Mickey
struggles to get the firehose working and Goofy clumsily attempts to save the
furniture. As Donald is left to put out the flames, the flames start to walk and
run as the duck tries to scoop them into a pail. When Donald swings at the
flames with an ax, they merely separate into other complete fires. At one

point, the fiames even play Disney's "Who's Afraid of The Big Bad Wolf?" on the
piano. This is an example of the inanimate character gag when the flames
begin to take on human characteristics. The flames soon gain the advantage
as they take Donald's pail away from him and proceed to chase him with it
(reversal, action and spot gags).

Seeing some fly paper, Donald throws it on

the ground, which catches the flames. This inanimate character gag also
becomes a running gag as several times these humanized flames attack the trio
and in particular, Donald.
As the three reunite near the end, they discover Clarabelle Cow is singing
in the bathtub unaware of the fire. The trio repeatedly tries to tell her about
the fire, but she mistakenly thinks they are Peeping Toms and continues to
shriek at them. This final crisis involving Clarabelle begins the buildup of
intensity as the gag starts to reach its climax. Hurriedly, Mickey and Donald
use a tensed up Goofy as a battering ram (spot and action gag). Once inside,
they carry Clarabelle, who is still in her bathtub. Donald interestingly
enough, is so angry with Clarabelle that he shadow boxes with her as Mickey
and Goofy begin to take her in the bathtub to the window. After a struggle
with the ladder, the trio and Clarabelle get outside to safety. The cartoon closes
with Clarabelle hitting all three several times with her brush and ends with a
tableau gag as she manages to get in a few last whacks at Donald.
Mickey's Fire Brigade reveals several things concerning the character of
Donald. First, Donald has already established himself as the "victim" character
of the Mickey-Donald-Goofy trio. This is proven by the more malevolent sight
gags occurring to Donald and the tableau shot at the end. Donald is easily
bothered by the things that happen to him, while Mickey and Goofy merely
shrug them off. Second, the group dynamics in this cartoon reveal a soon to be
set pattern regarding this trio. 1) Mickey, Donald, and Goofy start the cartoon
united 2) They separate for a good portion of the cartoon as they undergo
their own specialized action gags--again, the concept of "the right gag in the

right predicament for the right personality" (Thomas and Johnston 23). 3)
They then rejoin at the end of the story to undergo a closing gag. In a later
section, the Mickey, Donald, and Goofy structure will be studied more closely.
Mickey's Fire Brigade is a successful blend of different forms of
exaggeration in the content of the gags. The action, spot, and inanimate
character gags all come together to make for an effective story. Several types
of gags predominate in the short such as the inanimate object gag. The
mixture of this and other spot gags make the cartoon interesting.
As for a comic pattern emerging in these early shorts, it did not take long
for certain parameters to set themselves as the audience began to anticipate
what to expect from a Donald Duck cartoon. By 1935, one year after Donald's
premiere in Hen. Richard Tobin gave the following review:
Whenever the corners of Donald Duck's eyebrows begin to meet and his
webbed foot begins to stamp, most audiences squirm in pleasant
anticipation of Donald's forthcoming anger. Never in motion pictures has
there been such a funny fury as Donald's. (Grant 61)
Within a space of two years and eight cartoons a set structure had manifested
itself in Donald's animated adventures, and from this pattern arose new
patterns for comedy.

CHAPTER VI

DONALD AND FRUSTRATION

As mentioned previously, Bergson in his essay "Laughter," states that when
laughter occurs there is a loss of humanity, and that cartoons further
exemplify this as they offer a departure from the real world. This is especially
true since many cartoons feature animals and non-human caricatures as the
stars of the series. Regardless, with all the comical devices that are used in
animation, there must be some sort of connection to humanity with which the
audience can to relate to. One of these ties could be the human trait of
frustration.
What is meEmt when we say Donald is a frustrated character? Flora O' Brien
in her book, Donald Duck: 50 Years Of Happy Frustration points out:
the inevitability of every catastrophic episode in a Donald Duck cartoon is
rooted in his fractious nature. . . Regardless of the odds against him, he
comes back again and again to the fray, each rime more determined than
before, and rants and kicks and punches and yanks until either he or the
opposition is in ruins. (20)
This, of course, adds to Donald's humanity and comic power. After a while, this
"inevitability" begins to be anticipated by the audience and with it their
expectations grow.
In order for comedy of frustration to occur, there must be a form of

conflict. In Donald's case, he is open to many different kinds—both external
and internal. These go from the commonplace to the extraordinary. However,
because so many cartoons rely on gags and physical humor, the conflict that
the animators seem to focus on is the physical and thereby external. This does
not mean that internal conflicts do not occur. In many cartoons with Daisy,
Donald will try desperately to change his behavior in order to please her, but
for most part the attempts are doomed to failure.
Donald, of course, was created to be a scapegoat and he fulfills that function
perfectly. The viewer must ask himself if he or she would laugh so hard if the
pratfall or joke were happening to oneself. Most likely, the answer would be
no. But the animated cartoon, by its very distancing of humanity separates
itself from the sharing or understanding of pain, and the audience loses itself
within the confines of the cartoon world. So there is an element of callousness
in the Donald Duck cartoons.
One of the key successes to a Donald Duck cartoon is just how high a level of
frustration Donald can obtain in the short. In most cases, if the situation is
timed correctly, Donald can achieve quite a high level of frustration.
The drip in DrjE, Dippy Donald (1943) and the flat tire in Tire Trouble (1948)
are excellent examples of this type of frustration comedy In this situation
where Donald is paired against a non-conscious entity which possesses a
human-like antagonism against Donald, one finds frustration comedy at its
highest peak.
Tire Trouble (1943)
Painfully familiar to ail car-drivers and especially relevant to the audience
who could sympathize with the shortages due to the war, this cartoon's central
running gag consists of Donald trying to fix a flat tire. The humor is mainly
exaggeration and thereby consist of physical gags. Opening up with inanimate
object r ^s, Donald races through a countryside. Following Donald is a cloud of
dust ana a bridge sways as he drives over. When he next passes a truck, his car
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impossibly rides on the fence sideways. Going around an S-shaped curve, his
automobile's exhaust follows Donald straight across. Each of these gags build in
incredulity. Suddenly, a tire explodes and Donald's jalopy sputters to a halt
with a whistling sound effect. A horseshoe with a nail has punctured the front
right tire and spins right into Donald's face. Reversal comes into play since a
horseshoe, which is normally thought to bring good luck, begins to bring
nothing but bad luck for Donald. Donald is in a remote area with no service
station or any other assistance available. Donald, obviously upset, begins
throwing equipment out of his o .r to look for the jack. Finally he finds it. This
begins the first sequence of gags built around an object. First, Donald
struggles with the jack handle as it refuses to be straightened. Just as he has
one part aligned properly, another section pops out of place (inanimate object
gag). Then the jack snares both of Donald's feet in a rather painful grip
(another inanimate object gag). After a few more such struggles, Donald
finally gets it working properly. Hurriedly, Donald jacks up the car, not
noticing that part of the jack has gone up through the radiator cap. After
seeing this, Donald picks up his cap, which he had set on the radiator, and
slams it on his head, again, not noticing that the radiator cap was inside it. In
pain and frustrated, Donald's face turns red as the radiator gauge on top of his
head also turns red and bursts (color gag).
Donald then resumes pumping the jack furiously, which raises him off the
ground. When he is high enough, the jack handle begins to swing and at this
point swings Donald underneath the elevated car which promptly falls on him.
Finally Donald uses himself as a jack (exaggeration) to raise the car and again
tries to take off the tire. This effort leaves Donald upside down on the tire and
in desperation he tries to take off the tire with his bill.
Donald finally gets the deflated tire off and looks at it. Several patches
suggest this isn't the first time he has fixed this particular tire. One of these
substitute patches include a rubber glove. This is one of the few things that

date this cartoon and remind the viewer of the rubber shortage during World
War II. The next sequence of gags revolves around the adhesive patch that
Donald tries to use. The patch sticks Donald's feet together, his beak together
and so on.
Frustrated, Donald jumps up and down on the rim until his feet become
stuck. From this a sequence of gags develops between Donald and the rim until
he finds himself totally entangled in the rim (a variation of an inanimate
object gag). Donaij tries to pump up the tire by blowing it up himself.
Exaggeration j .curs when Donald blows his own body up as he tries to blow air
into the tire. After this desperate attempt, he is defeated as the air rushes out
with the accompanying sound effect of a Scottish bagpipe deflating. As the
tire, the rim and other miscellaneous pieces go flying in the air, they all
miraculously land ;

quencc in the car and in place. The car then levels

almost inviting Donald to go. Donald is amazed with his good fortune. Still, he
cannot take credit for the situation as a reflexivity gag occurs when he waves
at the camera (accompanied by Laurel and Hardy music). However, just as
expectations rise,all four tires go flat in rapid succession. A surrealistic
sequence is next as the "inside" of Donald's brain is portrayed as consisting of
gears and springs that snap.
Closing with both a tableau shot of Donald's eyes and the running gag of the
tires' antics the cartoon brings to a conclusion the various gags used. In a
sense, the inanimate object becomes "animate" in an elaborately staged
sequence. This type of gag which borders on the fantastic is something that
the comedians such as Chaplin and Lloyd generally avoided. This type of gag is
highly detailed with each step of repairing a flat has been broken down by the
animators: taking the flat off, patching it, and then reassembling it. These
simple steps are then filled with every conceivable gag and comic situation
possible and then stretched to the extreme with exaggeration. While there are
many different forms of gags used, the running gag, the gag that builds and

the inanimate object gag are used here primarily. The running gag is used
with all the various attempts Donald tries to take off the flat and fix the tire.
The gag that builds comes into play as the frustration increases with all the
various running gags. The inanimate object gags come into being when these
objects "fight" Donald with an almost human-like animosity to defeat him.
Music and sound effects are also used in evoking humor in this cartoon. In
particular, the Scottish bagpipe music and the ending Laurel and Hardy
variation.
Drip. Dippy. Donald (1948)
This "frustration" cartoon sets Donald up against an almost human water
faucet as he struggles to get a good night's sleep. The cartoon opens with a
tired Donald, slouched in a bus seat sleeping as the bus expands and contracts
like a xylophone alongside the rhythms of snoring (inanimate object gag).
The bus stops, and

iriver announces that Donald is home. Hurriedly,

Donald races to bed (the speed at which he does so is a clear case of
exaggeration). In order to slowly build the level of frustration, the animators
chose another distraction to annoy before the main problem begins.

No

sooner does he try to fall asleep, but his window blind flips up which reveals a
flashing sign which shines on Donald's face. Donald turns around, but then
the light flashes itself into a mirror which brings it back to Donald's face
again. He then tries to pull the curtain down, but the shade keeps snapping
open. At this point, Donald's frustration has started to build. The conflict
between Donald and the shade continues. After a few more attempts, Donald
nails the shade down, which at this point, actually decides to stay shut, and
Donald returns to bed. However, just as Donald is about to go back to sleep, a
drop of water from the faucet begins to drip.
The dripping begins slowly, but quickly accelerates. To emphasize Donald's
frustration, the animators chose some interesting shots to bring this about.
First, a high angle shot of the drip going down into a bottomless sink. Next, a
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return shot to Donald coiled up in his mattress as the drip intensifies. The drip
has begun to take on the tone of an xylophone but when the intensity
increases, it becomes that of a cymbal. The following shot is a reverse low
angle shot of the sink with drips becoming small bombs. Another return shot
comes back to too Donald as his living room is shaking along with the
intensified drips. The next shot has an outside view of the house as it moves up
and down with the drip, which is breaking apart This sequence ends with an
extreme long-shot of the entire earth with Donald's house shaking with the
drip.
Finally, beaten down by the drip, Donald creates a Rube Goldberg gag to
catch the drip. After running out of the faucet, the drip goes down into the
bandaged hose that Donald used in the previous scene. From there it runs down
a washboard step by step. Now, it hits a mousetrap which sends it flying into a
bucket (which h suspended in the an by strings). The drip proceeds onto a
paper held up by books, runs down the paper and is then sucked up into a
vacuum cleaner. From there it flies into an overhead cleaner where it bounces
and starts skidding down into a
railing which curves the drip up into an overhead lamp. From there, it falls
unto a magazine which sends it against a mirror which then sends it bouncing
into a piggy bank. Leaving by the mouth of bank, the drip lands unto a
goldfish bowl where it finally plots unto the sponge an exhausted Donald is
holding. The tension begins to relax as Donald, on the verge of collapse,
receives a phone call informing him that his water bill is not paid and that the
water company is shutting off his water. Just as the last word is said, the last
drip of water which is about to land on Donald's sponge, reverses itself. This is
the last straw for Donald as he becomes irrational. This extended gag is a
successful deployment of the gag that builds.
Tire Trouble and Drip. Dippy Donald both represent the more gag-oriented
frustration cartoon. They are also excellent examples of the gags that build as
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each story carefully milks the situation out of every joke conceivable in that
situation. The Donald Duck animators and writers excelled with the frustration
cartoons. One other noteworthy one was The Plastics Inventor (1944). This
cartoon featured a rather innovative plot. By listening to a radio program,
Donald is able to melt plastic throwaways and mold them into an actual
working life size airplane. Things go rather well until Donald and the plane
are in mid-flight and the radio announcer suddenly mentions that the plane
melts in water. At that moment, it begins to rain and Donald struggles to keep
the dissolving and elongating plane together. This similar type gag in these
two cartoons allude to the ongoing challenge of coping with the possible
difficulties caused by modern technology.
Does frustration build good comedy? It would seem so, by the very fact that
these types of cartoons with Donald set againsi the world his popularity grew.
But the animated cartoon, by its very distancing of humanity separates itself
from the sharing of pain and the audience loses itself within the confines of
the cartoon world. So there is an element of a "growing callousness towards
life" in the Donald Duck cartoon.

CHAPTER VII

DONALD WITH MICKEY AND GOOFY

The next structure involves the cartoons that pair Donald with fellow
Disney stars, Mickey and Goofy. While one of the earliest team-ups has already
been analyzed in Mickey's Fire Brigade (1935)* further points should be
considered. First, it should be noted that these team-ups were successful.
Marcia Blitz, in her book Donald Duck, observes:
as a comedy team, Mickey and Donald were outstanding. When they got
together on screen, either one of two scenarios developed: Mickey's
goodness acted as a foil for Donald's evil (as in The Band Concert) or Mickey
acted as a straightman to Donald's solo antics (as in Orphan's Benefit and
Mickey's Circus). Together the Mouse and the Duck acted out unforgettable
scenes of anger, frustration, dismay, surprise, confusion, and rivalry, and
played out scores of side-splitting gags. Donald, always more of a ham, got
the bigger laughs. (53)
Blitz's analysis reveals another function for the character of Donald—his
opposition to Mickey. Without someone to be contrasted against, Mickey's
personality might not have come across so strongly. While, Blitz fails to
account for Goofy in the trio. She does note that there came a down side and
that was its temporality, stating "the Donald-Mickey-Goofy team was extremely
successful, if short-lived" (53).
These combination character cartoons relied heavily on physical humor.
Yet, the gags were specially designed to fit each individual personality. In
other words, the comic gags that were effective in the solo Donald Duck
cartoons worked just as well for Donald in these pair-ups. The only restriction

was that each character or action gag had to be exactly timed to allow each
character a somewhat equal amount of time.
Sometimes the personality determined the gag, but the reverse was also
true. If the animator wished the character to take the gag in a good hearted
fashion, he or she could choose Mickey or Goofy, if the animator wished a
more violent gag that would upset a character to engage in a frenzy, Donald or
some other volatile character could be chosen. An example of this is when in
Mickey's Fire Brigade Mickey responds more to the animated flame with
bewilderment as opposed to Donald's anger.
While this pattern is effective in evoking humor, the characters of Mickey,
Donald and Goofy rarely mesh or are in serious conflict with each other. This
type of comedy relationship can further be analyzed if compared to that of
Warner Brother's Bugs Bunny--Elmer Fudd--Daffy Duck team-ups in Rabbit
Fire! (1951), and Duck! Rabbit! Duck! (1953). Author Steve Schneider states this
in his That's All Folks!:
Interestingly, in the late 1930's and early forties, the Disney Studio teamed
its three leading characters—Mickey Mouse, Donald Duck, and Goofy in
some twenty cartoons. And invariably, in all of these films, the three came
upon a situation, split up and become involved in individual business, then
reunite at cartoon's end. In contrast, Jones thrusts his trio into
continual confrontation, forcing the three characters to collide so that the
sparks of personality can shower out. (106)
This "individual business" allows Mickey, Goofy or Donald his own screen time
for each kind of character or action gag.
What made this type of Donald cartoon unique is the structuring of the
cartoon. While Donald will be paired up with other Disney characters in other
cartoons, this unique mix, despite some critics negative responses, still allows
for their individual personalities to exist and function in the cartoon. As
Donald became a more successful comic character in his own right, Walt

Disney decided to give him his own series and his popularity began to grow
(Blitiz 55). It is conceivable that if the team-ups had continued, Donald's type
of assault humor might have become a threat to Mickey's more sedate nice-guy
comedy. Regardless, Donald as a individual comic character apart proceeded to
grow.

CHAPTER VIII

DONALD AND DAISY

While the team-ups between Donald, Mickey, and Goofy have already been
studied, the further pairings between Donald and other Disney characters
should also be examined. The characters involved in this section for the most
part were specially designed to be foils for Donald with the possible exception
of Chip and Dale, who quickly became stars in their own right. These pair-ups
consisted of the following: Donald and Daisy; Donald with his nephews, Huey,
Dewey and Louie; Donald and Chip and Dale; Donald and Spike the Bee.
In chapter VI, Donald's inner conflict was examined as he was in constant
war with the world around him. Now he will be examined in context with a
fully conscious opposing force. In these cartoons when Donald has other
characters, the group dynamics change. Donald is still the victim, but the
opposing force is no longer an invisible, all powerful force. The first
relationship that will be examined is that of Daisy, Donald's longtime
paramour.
The relationship between Donald and Daisy is second in terms of longevity
only to Mickey and Minnie in the annals of Disney romances. While their
relationship may not be Disney's longest lasting one, it has proved to be just as
durable. In fact, this may be due to the fact that the ducks' relationship is far
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more fluid than the restricted and confined Mickey and Minnie. It should also
be noted that while Donald's personality has stayed the same during his
development, that cannot be said for Daisy. In several cartoons, she is a flirt,
while in others she is the more faithful, ever true girlfriend. This brings
about an inconsistency not only in her character, but at times in her physical
traits as well. Originally, Daisy was voiced by Nash and sounded much like
Donald. However, within a few years, the Disney people had decided to give her
a more feminine sounding voice and tried several different actresses over the
years.
Since her first appearance in Don Donald (1937), Daisy has exerted an
enormous influence over Donald. It is through this control that she brings
humor and comedy to the cartoons. Often, in order to please Daisy, Donald will
try every conceivable stunt to do so. This leads to a balancing effect. This is
unusual because at times she possesses the same characteristics that Donald
has. Like him, she can be impulsive, and when she fails to get what she wants,
she throws a fit. With these traits, she is much like Donald, and yet at other
times she is the model of patience and reason. Sometimes it is hard to believe
they could really get along, but then again they were made for each other.
In many of the Donald-Daisy cartoons, Daisy is the catalyst for the action of
the plot. For example, in Cured Duck (1945). Daisy tells Donald to watch his
temper or their relationship is over. A similar instance happens in Donald's
Double Trouble (1946)* when Daisy is disgusted with Donald's manners and tells
him to clean up his act. This type of internal conflict sets the stage for the
comedy and plot, and from there Daisy takes a back seat to the storyline.
However that is not the case in Daisy's Dilemma.
Daisy's Dilemma (1947)
Personality reversal is the pivotal, running gag that this short is centered
on. The story opens in a psychiatrist's office, a "Dr. Sigmond Frump" where
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Daisy is recounting her story to the unseen therapist. This gives the cartoon a
flashback effect. Donald and Daisy are walking down the street when a
flowerpot falls from the ninety-ninth floor of a building and hits Donald on
the head. A visual gag represents the unleashing of a new and stronger, but
ruder Donald. Surrealistic red lips appear to Donald and tell him that he "is the
greatest singer in the world." When Donald comes to, not only does he gain a
new persona, but he gains a beautiful singing voice as well. However, with
these new talents a price comes. Donald no longer desires Daisy.
With her voice-over narration guiding the story and providing the comic
tone, Daisy finds herself no longer in control of their relationship as comic
reversal comes into play. As a Frank Sinatra type singer, Donald finds success
and adulation but Daisj^ is left abandoned and alone. This is driven home by a
succession of spot gags where Daisy tries various attempts to contact Donald.
One highly effective attempt has Daisy waiting outside the auditorium for
Donald, the voice-over narration indicating the transition of time "through
the summer," and then seamlessly transposing to Daisy wading through waisthigh snow "...and through the winter." Eventually, she throws herself at
Donald, but to no avail. Daisy then even contemplates suicide as one scene
shows her distraught surrounded with various weapons: a knife, a noose, and
holding a gun to her head. At this point, Daisy concludes her narrative. The
psychiatrist then pushes a world globe and poses the question that before he
can help her she must make a decision. Does the world have the right to
Donald's beautiful voice or do her needs come first? Without a moment's
hesitation, Daisy smashes the globe and says ever loudly, "me, Me, Me!" Taking
the psychiatrist's advice, at one of Donald's concerts, Daisy sneaks in the back
way and proceeds to get above the stage. She then drops the flowerpot on
Donald's head. The resulting blow returns Donald's original personality along
with his voice and with it, Donald and Daisy's romance.
A variety of devices are used here, which indicates a stark comparison to

I
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the earlier Daisy shorts. As stated earlier, reversal comes into play at several
levels. Not only is the relationship reversed, but so are the traits of the
characters. Before Donald pursued Daisy. Now Daisy desperately tries to
recapture Donald. Dark humor appears as well. The scene where Daisy is
contemplating suicide and playing with a gun is one of the few occasions
where the concept of death is made light of in a Disney short.
Several other gags are used quite effectively here. The running gag of
Donald's new "Ronald Colman type" voice singing long time Disney standby
"When You Wish Upon a Star" brings about the reactions of the "crooners" of
the fifties. The transition of Donald's unique cantankerous personality to a
more urbane one and back again is a unique action gag that works well with
the character.
Donald';. Diarv (1954)
Donald's Diarv is one of the more unusual Donald Duck cartoons. Not only is
the short narrated by Donald in a Ronald Colman voice, but the plot deals
Donald with the marriage of Donald and Daisy. In Donald's Diarv. Donald is not
quite his usual tempestuous self. He is quiet and reserved as Daisy chases after
him. This is uncharacteristic for Donald's long-time paramour. The premise of
a female charac ter trying to capture a husband is a potentially old gag, but
with the unique personalities of Donald and Daisy, this role reversal is
effectively used.
The short opens with Daisy reading "How to Catch a Husband" and spying on
Donald with binoculars. Once seeing Donald, Daisy actively pursues him and
sets several traps trying to "catch" Donald. Donald, oblivious to them, manages
to sidestep these traps. First, she throws a handkerchief in front of him, which
he does not see. Then, she pretends to faint at his feet. Donald, his mind
elsewhere, walks by. Daisy's third attempt has her pretending to be drowning
in a lake as Donald walks by. Donald is oblivious to all of this. Finally, Daisy
captures Donald's attention by catching him with a rope. Once caught, Donald
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is enamored with Daisy, and they plan to marry.
Eventually, Donald meets her family. The old stand-by in-law jokes are
used. Daisy's father crazily plays with paper cut-outs, while her mother is
dressed as Grandma Moses and uses an enlarged listening device to hear. Huey,
Dewey, and Louie play the part of Daisy's brothers.
After purchasing an engagement ring, Donald dreams that he married
Daisy. In this fantasy sequence, Donald undergoes the typical harassed
husband jokes as he finds himself waking up to find Daisy in housecoat and
curlers, punching in to a time-clock at home, and having his paycheck
"appropriated" by Daisy. These gags build until Donald dreams (a dream within
a dream) that he is in stocks doing dishes. Then an accelerated sequence
begins where Donald sees himself as an automation doing nothing but errands.
The gag builds until Donald wakes up, finds himself single, and leaves Daisy.
The final shots anti the Ronald Colman voice-over narration reveal Donald
writing to his diary. He narrates, "it is better to have loved and lost than never
to have loved at all" as he takes to his new life in the French Foreign Legion.
Donald's Diary is indicative of the evolution from the more physical gagoriented humor to a more sophisticated form using a variety of styles
including understatement and dark humor. The physical gags are still
present, yet the humor has become more subtle. In combination with the
narrator's Ronald Colman's voice, Donald's anesthetized reactions to Daisy's
advances are an example of the understatement form of humor.
Both Daisy's Dilemma and Donald's Diarv show a much stronger, aggressive
Daisy than the average cartoon that Daisy appears in. Even though, it could be
argued that by having her chase Donald she is more or less following a
traditional set female role in comedy. Regardless, this would be the last time
Donald and Daisy would appear together until 1984's Mickey's Christmas Carol
and even there they would not share one scene with each other.
While Daisy provides Donald with a girlfriend-wife character, her own
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unique personality never really comes through. However, Donald is still
provided a surrogate family in the Disney universe. If Daisy is the love of his
life, then his nephews Huey, Dewey, and Louie represent his surrogate
children.

CHAPTER IX

DONALD WITH HUEY, DEWEY, AND LOUIE

Donald's three child nephews Huey, Dewey, and Louie have characteristics
that are quite similar to those of Donald. On a physical level, the three very
much resemble their uncle, though there are some minor variations. The
nephews head's are rounder than Donald's and their eyes are not so close to
their bills as in the case with the adult ducks. The only distinction between the
three in the thirties and forties cartoons is the color of their caps and shirts
which are in the primary colors: red, yellow, and green. Not only do they look
like their famous uncle, but for the most part they sound like him (also voiced
by Nash). As for character development, Blitz criticizes the trio as "screen
personalities, Huey, Dewey, and Louie were never fully realized. Their
background being vague, they seemed to drift in and out of Donald's life, and
when they did appear with Donald their behaviors were indistinguishable"
(102). While this may be true, their influence on the sort of behavior
available to Donald is undeniable and they have provided Donald with the role
as part-time parent.
Over the years, the bond between Donald and his nephews has grown until
it has become increasingly difficult to think of Donald without the threesome.
In fact, one almost thinks that Donald is the boys' parent because he seems to
be actually raising them since Dumbella, Huey, Dewey and Louie's mother is
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never around. The relationship between the uncle and nephews is still a
complex one, and this is primarily due to the comic nature of the shorts. By
being an uncle rather than the actual parent, Donald can take on a more
flawed parent/child relationship which can lead to a love/hate scenario in the
cartoons. As a surrogate parent, Donald can be a loving uncle, and at other
times a rather vindictive one. The same can also be said for the boys.
Depending on the cartoon, the nephews can be either the innocent waifs or
malicious in their attempts to trouble their uncle. All of this gives the
animators a wide variety of situations from which to derive humor.
Of all his adversaries, there can be none more cruel to him than Huey,
Dewey, and Louie. This is quite simply because by being his relatives they are
part of him. It is in these cartoons, where Donaid is paired with them, that the
spirit of the invective is used quite strongly or is quite evident when they are
first introduced in Donald's Nephews.
Donald's Nephews! 1938)
The feature debut of Huey, Dewey, and Louie presents them as prankish,
almost sadistic children who will stop at nothing to annoy Donald. The cartoon
opens with Donald receiving news from his sister Dumbella that his "angel
nephews" will be visiting. No sooner than Donald finishes reading the
telegram, the boys arrive driving their tricycles through the door and
sending Donald right into the wall. As soon as Donald and the nephews
introduce themselves, he tries to counter the boys' aggressiveness by using
child psychology. At this time in the Donald Duck cartoons, the audience has
become familiar enough with the character to know that he will fail. When
psychology suggests that music soothes the savage beast, Donald tries to play
the piano. The boys go along at first but soon retaliate by sending water bombs
which send the piano crashing down. Donald’s next step is to try to feed the
boys, but the boys end it in a food fight. Attempt after attempt, Donald loses to
the boys.
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The comedy in Donald's Nephews works on several levels, but somewhat
superficially. The humor relies heavily on physical gags (the boys running
Donald into the wall and riding their tricycles around the house, etc). This
leads to comedy of exaggeration. Comedy of frustration builds as Donald loses to
the boys continually with the final result being Donald's temper tantrum
explosion. Comedy of assault comes into play with the boys' vicious attacks at
Donald. Reversal is another element that is introduced as the boys seem to
outsmart their supposedly smarter uncle. While all these ingredients for
comedy are present in this cartoon, the characterization is still weak. For the
most part, their overt aggressiveness makes them one-dimensional and
shallow. Like The Wise Little Hen, the first appearance of the animated
character is somewhat rough and undeveloped, but the seeds of its later
evolution are present.
Sea Scouts (1939)
By the following year, the Disney studios had broadened Huey, Dewey, and
Louie to a point where they were more than just stereotypical foils for Donald.
In Sea Scouts, the nephews do not precipitate the crisis, but rather do their
best to bail their uncle out of the jam his ego gets him in to. This cartoon deals
primarily with a succession of gags that Donald encounters as he tries to sail a
boat. Opening the story under a delusion of grandeur, Donald, dressed in an
admiral's outfit, acts the part. Barking out the orders to the boys, who
complacently obey, Donald proceeds go aboard the ship in which they will sail.
Still, the characterizations have gone from one extreme to another. No longer
are they the holy terrors they were in their debut appearance, but instead
they are rather too complacent to their uncle throughout this short. When
Donald comes on board their boat wearing an admiral's hat, the boys salute
him. Sea Scouts works primarily on physical assault gags as Donald and the
boys undergo difficulties as they try to go sea. The anchor gets caught in a
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reef. Donald keeps pulling until the boat is halfway undemater and he
himself totally under. It is not until he sees the fish swimming around that he
notices he pulled to hard. This spot gag relies heavily on exaggeration and is
used effectively as Donald's reactions indicate surprise when he finally
notices his surroundings. The most interesting highlight to the cartoon is the
episode when Donald meets his adversary--a shark. This clearly aggravated
and very dangerous shark is given a well-defined villainous personality
which provides Donald with a rather formidable adversary. Their battle is full
of sight gags. One includes the shark's fin going through a log like a buzzsaw
in an effort to get to Donald. The presence of a musical variation of "The
William Tell Overture" helps to add to the intensity. Finally, Donald veers one
hundred eighty degrees and right into the shark. As the two play chicken with
each other, the shark and duck finally meet with Donald delivering a
surprisingly victorious punch to the shark's nose. The capping and closing
gag shows Donald with the rear admiral buoy encircled around his posterior as
the nephews row to shore.
While it is certain that Huey, Dewey, and Louie have evolved beyond being
merely foils for their uncle, there still is room for later development in their
characters. The spot gags are highly effective as they build to Donald's
encounter with the shark, but it is victory over the shark which makes Sea
Scouts memorable. At this point, comic expectations had been built around
Donald's failures. The fact that Donald "wins" at the end still reminds tne
viewer that Donald is still fluid in his capacity to be more than just a failure.
Donald's Happy Birthday (1949)
By 1949, Huey, Dewey, and Louie had evolved into fuller more rounded
characters. Both Donald and the boys are no longer at extreme poles from each
other, but are equally filled with strengths and weaknesses. This cartoon is
based around the boys' antics as they try to get money for Donald's birthday
present. As the short opens, the boys are in their treehouse and decide to buy

Donald some cigars for his birthday, which happens to be on Friday the
thirteenth. The one problem in their plan is that they have no money. To earn
money for their present, the boys hurriedly (in exaggerated speed) do errands
around the house: mowing, trimming the lawn, etc. Once they are finished,
they awake a snoring Donald to show him their itemized list of errands and
their price. After looking at the list, Donald breaks out his purse and gives
them their money. But as the boys race off, Donald catches them at the door
(exaggeration and sight gag) and pulls out their piggy bank which plays a
little ditty. The implication is clear that the money is to go into savings.
Reluctantly, the boys deposit their money. The boys quickly decide to get their
money back. The bank then falls down on Donald's head tightly encapsulating
it until Donald uses the combination to release himself. As Donald takes a nap
with the ba ik nestled in his fingers, the boys try to retrieve it by using a
fishing pole from the second story balcony. Carefully, the boys use the pole to
move Donald's hands away from the bank. Eventually, after several attempts
(comedy of frustration), they are able to get the money and go buy the cigars.
Donald finds out and heads off to their treehouse. There, when the boys arrive,
Donald confronts them and forces them to smoke the cigars. Funny
expressions are used as the boys get sick from the smoke. Donald keeps this up,
stuffing their faces with cigars and even resorts to using bellows to keep the
smoke in their faces. After all this torture, Donald uncovers the card at the
bottom of the box which addresses the present as for him. Embarrassed, Donald
quickly shrinks down to size (exaggeration)and begins to scurry around like a
rodent until he finally falls down a creephole
Donald's Happy Birthday is representative of the shift from the stronger
spirit of assault humor that is present in the earlier shorts to a gentler, more
rounded characterization. Huey, Dewey, and Louie have developed in such
complexity so that like Donald they have both good and bad sides. The boys'
attempt to buy Donald a birthday present is balanced by their rather prankish

personalities. The same can be said of Donald. His efforts to have the boys save
money is balanced by his need to get even with the boys for fooling him. This
leveling of positive and negative character flaws was more evident in the
Disney cartoons of the late forties and early fifties.

CHAPTER X

DONALD WITH CHIP AND DALE

The most adversarial relationship between Donald and other Disney
characters is with Chip and Dale. With these mischievous two chipmunks, the
Disney animators found the perfect foil for their tempestuous duck. Strangely
enough, their first appearance was not with Donald, but with Pluto in Private

Pluto (1943). From there, they moved over to the Donald cartoons where they
found a more formidable foe who they were more a match for in animosity.
The Disney staff gave Chip and Dale a cute, comical appearance which is in
direct contrast to the mischief they unavoidably create. At various times, they
will run, move and scamper uncannily like real chipmunks, but at other times
they walk on two legs and converse with human characteristics. The main
physical difference is that Dale has a full red nose and Chip has a thin black
one. When it comes to personality, the two are diametrically opposed. Chip is
level-headed and more serious while Dale is impulsive, more likely to be silly,
and often initiates the action of the cartoon. This duality is not unusual since
many comic teams like Laurel and Hardy and Abbot and Costello are able to use
their opposing traits to create comedy. Still, in this case, since Chip and Dale so
closely resemble each other this distinction is less clear. If they were more
different, Donald's presence in the cartoon might be unnecessary.
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Chip an' Dale (1947)
According to Sibling and Hollis, the chipmunks first cartoon with Donald
nominated for an Oscar, but lost to Warner Brother's Tweetie Pie (158). While it
may have lost the award, Chip an' Dale sets the pace foi all the future conflicts
between Donald and the troublesome duo. Set in a forest after a blizzard, a cold
Donald wakes up and quickly discovers he is low on fire wood. He then decides
to go into the forest to chop some trees. Chip and Dale are now introduced, safe
in their storehouse of nuts in a tree for the winter. Dale's more quirky
personality is revealed as he uses his own head to crack open nuts without
showing any real concern. Donald, finding their log, promptly chops it down
and proceeds to take it home as the two fall out. The chipmunks do not take
this quietly and decide to go and reclaim their lost home. As the two follow
Donald into his house, they first scamper in like rodents, then suddenly tip-toe
to avoid being seen, then scamper again to avoid being seen (a reversal
anthropomorphic gag). When Donald tries to warm himself by lighting Chip
and Dale's log, the two try to save their home from the fire. First, they gulp
water from a nearby bucket and then spit it at the fire like fire hoses
(exaggeration). On their first attempt, Chip is successful, but Dale is not. He
trips and spills the water. On the second attempt, Chip is again successful, but
this time Dale misfires and and spits his water on Chip. After this, the two try
to carry off their log without Donald noticing. This hardly works as he does
spot the two and does a double-take when he sees the two chipmunks are
trying to take a piece of his firewood. Donald quickly reacts, gently lifting the
log from their upstretched hands as they absentmindedly fail to recognize
their loss. After they have gone some distance from the cabin, Chip does
notice the missing tree, but Dale does not until Chip hits him. And even then,
Dale merely shrugs. As Donald takes the firewood back, Chip and Dale climb on
each other to see through a window. They finally settle for Chip on top of Dale.

As Chip wipes the frost away from the window, he sees Dale alongside him
wiping frost away also. Chip, wondering just who is holding him, looks down
and sees no one. At that moment of discovery, he falls down. This suspension of
gravity gag was quite common in many cartoons. Often an animated character
can deny natural laws and walk on empty air. The suspension continues until
he or she notices it, then gravity catches up which usually ends with an
exaggerated fall down. After he falls, an aggravated Chip looks at Dale and taps
his fingers.
When Donald tries to burn the log again, the two throw snow down from the
inside of the chimney to put out the fire. Donald, of course, discovers this and
crawls up the inside of the chimney to confront the two chipmunks. As Donald
discovers the culprits, he rolls a snowball at them which promptly runs over
them. Dale, noticing two upside down legs encapsulated in the snow before
him thinks this is Chip. Dale struggles to pull the legs up until he lifts himself
up and finds that the legs were his. An intense Chip goes on the counter-attack
by going up a neighboring hill. After testing the wind, Chip rolls down a
snowball at Donald's cabin. As it goes down the hill, it grows in size. Dale
decides at this point to knock at the door so Donald can experience the highly
enlarged snowball firsthand. The next second, Donald is run over by the ball
which has grown large enough to smash both him and the cabin. After the
cabin is destroyed, the victorious pair go through the ruins and reclaim their
log, Dale finds a frozen, almost totally encapsulated, Donala in ice. Dale
manages to get one lick in at the helpless duck and kicks him. The short closes
as the two triumphantly carry their log and home back to the forest.
This being one of their earlier appearances, the chipmunks design and
personalities have yet to be fully rounded out. Both look slightly similar and
possess more fully pronounced teeth than they would have later. Still, one can
easily tell the two apart. The humor of the invective is well-utilized between
Donald and Chip and Dale as the ego clashes between the three are realized.

Chip and Dale are fighting for the home and food, while Donald seems to want
to hold on to the log just to be a nuisance—neither giving any ground. Both
sides are equally stubborn and unwilling to give up. Little distinct traits such
as scratching their heads or finger tapping help establish the personality of
both the chipmunks—a definite sign of character based humor. When
aggravated with Dale, Chip will often tap his fingers together, a common
Disney annoyance trait. This is also characteristic of Donald.

Out of Scale (1951)
Comedy of reversals and inversions is the subsequent basis for humor in
this cartoon. Opening with a sight gag of Donald conducting a train, reversal
comedy comes into play as it becomes apparent that Donald is not conducting a
real train, but a toy train in a fantastically, detailed toy town he has created.
Donald discovers a regular sized tree in this town of his and after declaring it
"out of scale" promptly begins to remove it. Like the log in the earlier cartoon,
this is Chip and Dale's home, and the loss of it sets the two out to reclaim it.
Donald squirts oil at the two with his oilcan and manages to hit Chip with a
"black eye." The two then scamper away and discover Donald's miniature town
which they find is perfectly sized for them. Finding a well-furbished toy
house, the two quickly move in. Donald is momentarily infuriated until he
discovers that they are "in-scale." As Chip and Dale proceed to accommodate
themselves to Donald's hospitality, a sense of substitution humor comes into
play as the chipmunks treat their doll house as a real home. Donald is
intrigued by this and watches the two closely. The comedy of reversal
increases as Dale begins playing the part of the housewife. At first, Donald
decides to make them feel right at home and even goes to such extremes as
playing milkman for them. Then his usual wicked temperament comes into
play and he decides to play some pranks on the domesticated chipmunks. His
first gag is to spray salt out by the doll house's window—there by confusing
them as to what season it is. Chip insists it is winter and bundles Dale up in

winter outfits. Once outside, Dale swelters as Donald then switches seasons by
turning a heat lamp on him. This continues until Chip discovers that it is
Donald who is behind their problems and Chip then on the counter-attack. He
begins by disconnecting the lamp and as Donald struggles with restarting the
light, the two go after the train and try to escape. As they head off, the tree
bounces off and lands right in the middle of the tracks. When Donald sees this,
he is enraged and heads after the two. Donald is furious until the two
chipmunks restore the peace by placing a sign that says giant redwood
thereby making it "in scale" with Donald's world and cooling his temper.
Out of Scale does not contain many gags or the same level of physical humor
that the earlier shorts such as Chip an' Dale possess. It does, however,
effectively evoke humor from the situation itself although the resolution
involves no real turnaround or prank played on either party. The evolution of
Chip and Dale parallel that of Huey, Dewey, and Louie as characterization and
plot began to develop. Out of Scale shows a Chip and Dale with distinct
personality traits that do not exist solely to plague Donald. This movement away
from strictly physical gags does not mean that the earlier, sight-filled gag
cartoons were less successful, but it is possible that the animators decided to
extract comedy from a situation or scenario itself rather than just relying on
gags. Ironically, in a unique type of reversal humor, it is Donald himself who
is out of scale in this world he has created.

Donald Applecore
The clash of egos comes about again in this 1953 short. This time the plot
revolves around Chip and Dale pilfering Donald's apple crop. Opening with
Donald harvesting his apples, he soon discovers a basket is full of half-eaten
apple cores. Nonchalantly, Chip and Dale both come down from the tree and
continue to throw these into Donald's basket. This only enrages him and he
grabs Dale. Dale begins whispering something to Donald. Donald listens and

agrees to go with him. Both tiptoe up the tree (exaggeration gag). Once up the
tree, Dale leaves Donald to get the apples, and the duck eagerly expects to get
some of his crop back. However, the chipmunks pull some word games which
culminates with apple cores thrown at Donald.
Angry, Donald takes his mini-helicopter and sprays his orchard with insect
powder. After doing this he goes back to the trees and pulls the branches back
only to discover that two are wearing gas masks. Bent on revenge, Donald
returns to his mini-helicopter and begins tapping the trees to discover where
Chip and Dale have hidden the apples. After finding the hollow, Donald bores
into the tree and empties the fruit back into his helicopter. Finding the two,
Donald decides it is his turn to play the apple core gag on them. In a reverse
gag, he asks Dale the same questions he asked him. But Dale senses what is
coming and lets Chip get the apple in the face.
Donald raises his silo roof and uses his exhaust spigot to "spit" the apples
into storage. Like Donald, Chip and Dale refuse to give up also, and follow their
adversary. At the silo, the two open one of the bottom hatches. Reminiscent of
the story of the Dutch boy and his finger in the dike, Dale pulls out one apple
which causes the whole silo full of apples to fall out and roll away on the
ground. The avalanche of apples completely carries and covers Chip and Dale.
Dale comes to first and spotting an upside-down pair of legs begins twisting
them. Chip jumps up from the pain (This is clearly a reversal gag from the gag
in the earlier Chip an' Dale where before Dale was pulling at his own leg
against audience expectations). Just as Donald grabs the two, a solitary apple
topples from the edge of the silo top, falling (exaggerated) and eventually
bouncing all the way to where Donald is holding Chip and Dale, the apple
proceeds to hit him in the face, there by giving the two time to escape.
This frustrates Donald into an all-out attack. He goes back to his pesticides,
but also adds an "atomic pill" to create a bomb which he shoots at the
chipmunks from the exhaust of his helicopter. The two scatter at Donald's fire.
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Eventually, they find a haystack where they are fired upon. The haystack is
evaporated, but the two find a needle (a sight gag referring to the proverbial
needle in a haystack). One of the explosive charges goes into the henhouse
where a hen promptly eats it. Donald, seeing that the explosive went into the
house, goes in to find it. He then sees the eggs and finds the one that
"contains" the explosive. Just as he finds it, it goes off. After the explosion,
there is a gaping hole that Chip and Dale scurry to (the hen that laid the egg is
now bald). As they stand over the side, they hear Donald and someone speaking
with a Chinese accent reciting the already used applecore word game The
cartoon closes as the two chipmunks hear the sound of an apple hitting
Donald's face, and they break into laughter.
The verbal applecore game is used several times in so a form of repetition
comes about. The ending gag (with Donald and the supposedly unseen Chinese
character) adds a twist on it which again changes its original meaning and
adds a new comic slant.
The humor of aggression is used quite heavily in the Chip and Dale
cartoons. Working as a team allows them to play off each other. This is in stark
contrast to Huey, Dewey, and Louie who for the most part act as unit and rarely
as individuals. It can even be argued that Dale is similar to Donald in the fact
that he is just as flawed and liable to be temperamental. Chip, on the other
hand, is more business-like and not apt to let his emotions rule him. Still, the
shorts indicate a moving away from the physical gag as the sole source of
humor in the cartoons and a moving toward more character based comedy
where humor is derived from the individuals' unique personality and traits.
Facial expressions, movements, and unique action gags are now coming into
play. As time progressed, there seemed to be further sophistication and
character comedy evolving in the Disney animated works.

CHAPTER XI

DONALD WITH SPIKE THE BEE

Donald's relationship with Spike the bee (sometimes known as Buzz-Buzz), is
different from Donald's more intense and abrasive conflicts with Huey, Dewey,
and Louie, or even Chip and Dale who at times possess such an extreme
malevolent personality that they are equal to the task of challenging Donald.
Spike, on the other hand possesses a more gentle spirit than Donald's other
adversaries. He is never prone to deliberate maliciousness but defends himself
against Donald when Donald intrudes on his world. Unlike Donald's
relationship with Chip and Dale, Spike does not do anything to antagonize
Donald. Therefore Donald achieves a level of cruelty that he has never reached
before.
As Spike's character progresses in the films, one senses that he possesses a
certain amount of sophistication. In Slide. Donald. Slide (1949), he reveals a
love for classical music when he mimics conducting an orchestra. This is in
direct contrast to Donald's character which displays a less cultured palate. Still,
in the Spike the bee cartoons, we find Donald as the victimizer—a duck who
enjoys tormenting this small and mostly harmless bee. Regretfully, there were
only seven bee stories produced and Spike did not gain the notoriety that other
Duck supporting characters such as Daisy and Huey, Dewey, and Louie did. The
comedy in these shorts uses a combination of invective comedy and comic
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license. Just as in Donald's other conflicts, the comic battle between the two
can be vicious.
Inferior Decorator (1948)
This cartoon revolves around the conflict between Donald and Spike as
Donald redecorates his home. The story opens with a spot gag of Spike
drinking nectar (the sound effects are similar to a person drinking through a
straw). Donald is wall-papering his house as Spike passes the window and
notices the wallpaper which resembles flowers. Spike, looking for nectar,
believes this to be the real thing so he goes into the house. Seeing a paper
flower, Spike tries to get to the nectar. Not realizing it is fake, Spike merely
bumps into the wall repeatedly. Donald, sensing Spike's confusion, decides to
"play" with him further. Dangling a picture of a flower in front of a pail of
glue, Donald teases Spike like a bull fighter. Spike is soon caught and tries
several times to escape before Donald cuts him free from the paste. A sight gag
occurs when Spike tries to skid to a stop on the glued paper with the effect of a
car skidding, which concludes with a characteristic scene in which Spike
cools off his overheated rear end.
The next sequence of gags occurs when Donald gets stuck to the ceiling with
his hands glued helplessly to the paper and his unprotected posterior making
an ample target for Spike's stinger. Like Donald, Spike takes advantage of his
adversary's helplessness. Spike taunts Donald by walking on his beak as
Donald, unable to move, can only watch. As he swings his stinger, Donald
breaks into a cold sweat. At first, Spike is preoccupied as his stinger is caught
in a cork screw Donald looks on relieved until Spike spots a empty bottle which
he uses to uncork his stinger. From then on Spike uses his stinger like a divebomber on Donald. In an almost dance iike sequence, Donald swerves and
turns his body in constant efforts to dodge Spike's stinger.
However, Spike is not content that he alone have fun with Donald. He
hurriedly goes outside and whistles to a neighboring bee hive which forms a
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question mark in response to Spike’s call. Spike waves them inside at the key
hole. The closing gag shows the exterior of the house as a long line of Spike's
relatives wait for their chance to poke Donald as his helpless screams are
heard. Overall, Inferior Decorator is a cartoon that is based strongly on
aggression humor as Donald plays the part of the victimizer in this short.
Ironically, Donald tries to bring nature into his home in the form of flowers
on his wall paper. But when real nature comes in, Donald finds he cannot
handle it.
Slide. Donald Slide (1949)
An unusual and inventive concept for comedy is in this short. Every
sequence of action is timed to two different radio broadcasts: one, a classical
music concert, and the second, the World Series. These radio programs are the
spark between the confrontation of Donald and Spike as they fight for control
of the radio and also allow for a parody of voice-over narration as both
characters mimic both radio shows. As the cartoon opens, Spike is enjoying a
classical radio program. The musical notes emerging from the radio
(inanimate object gag) become tangible and something that Spike is able to
roller coast on. Spike even waves his "hair" back so that it forms a maestro
like cap and with the aid of a matchstick as a baton pretends to be a conductor.
Donald now enters, loud and obnoxious, wearing a baseball cap and eager to
listen to the World Series. Donald turns the radio to the baseball game. This
irritates Spike who turns it back. Then Donald turns it again, and Spike does
the same. Finally Donald notices the little bee and asks him if he likes baseball.
Spike swings his head "no." Donald flips the radio back on just as the
announcer screams, "you're out." This startles Spike and sends him into the air
(exaggeration gag). Flipping the radio back, Donald then takes off the tuner
knob so Spike cannot turn the channel. This hardly stops Spike who gets
inside the radio and then rotates the dial like a telephone back to the classical
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station. The inanimate object gag continues as Spike then strums wires like a
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harp. A confused Donald pounds on the radio until Spike falls out of the tuner
hole. Then Donald decides to play with him and continues to torment the little
bee as he swings him around the bases of the yard like a baseball. This is a
mistake because it only makes Spike angry enough to fight back. Spike then
chases Donald with his stinger. Frightened, Donald runs into the house as
Spike gloats and turns the radio back to the classical music. Donald quickly
plots to regain control of the radio by constructing a fake radio and equipping
it with a bomb. After substituting it for the real one, Donald hurries away as
Spike turns it on. The resulting explosion leaves Spike in a confused state and
allows Donald to regain control over the radio and finish playing out the
baseball game. As the radio announces a home run, Donald mimics and slides
home posterior first where Spike waits with his stinger. Donald's posterior and
the stinger meet with Donald going up into the air. Again, Donald's posterior is
used as gag. As Donald returns to earth, Spike waves his "hair" into a baseball
cap, assumes an umpire-like attitude and both continue to act out the events of
the broadcast. Finally, Spike calls Donald "out" and after some protesting,
which includes tossing dirt on Spike, Donald leaves to go to the showers. Once
Donald gets to the showers, Spike sneaks inside and locks him in. Their conflict
ends with Spike turning the radio to the classical music station. Spike then
collapses, exhausted from the intensity of his conducting.
This closing gag loses the intensity that built throughout the cartoon. In
fact, in seems much too peaceful an ending in light of the somewhat
antagonistic dueling between the two.
With Spike, Donald plays the role of the villain far more strongly than with
any other character. This may be due in part to Spike's more easy-going
personality and the audience naturally relates to Spike because of his more
amiable personality. This is also in conjunction with the fact that since he is
often defending himself from Donald's opening attacks, there is something to
be respected about him. This is the exact opposite of Donald. In this series of
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cartoons, he is most likely to act malevolently and delights in tormenting
Spike. At this point, Donald succeeds quite well as the victimizer because he
can be quite cruel to the bee In usual comic fashion, by the end of the
cartoon, he becomes the victim. In another reversal, the audience can switch
from being sympathetic for Spike to Donald as he is about to be stung en masse.
This is something with which the audience can also identify.
The use of Donald's posterior as a constant target for Spike's stinger is again
used in this short. In fact, with Spike being a bee and having a ready made
weapon it is only natural that the animators used Donald's backside for a comic
device. While it is used only momentarily here, it is used more effectively in
the earlier Inferior Decorator as all of Spike's relatives take a shot at him. Not
only does this gag occur in the Spike cartoons, but it is repeated in earlier
Disney cartoons. One example is at the close of Sea Scouts, when Donald's rear
end is encircled in a lifesaver buoy and another occurrence is found in Chip
an' Dale, as Dale manages to get one last whack at Donald's rear end. Richard
Shickel in his The Disney Version notices that this preoccupation with the
posterior was a "constant" in the Disney film. He even goes so far as to call the
wolf-spanking machine in The Three Little Pies as a classic example of
Disney's "derriere assault propensity" (146). While the backside jokes are
frequent when assault comedy is heavily used, the recurring use of this motif
may not be traceable specifically to Disney or his animators. Physical humor
in our culture often focuses on this part of the body and a character's derriere
is often the logical place to get his or her comeuppance.
In later cartoons, a variation of Spike appeared in the character of Bootle
Beetle. Bootle was somewhat reminiscent of Spike in size and possessed a more
easy-going relationship with Donald. In Sea Salts. Bootle does the voice-over
narration for the short.
Sea Salts (1949)

Sea Salts possesses an uncharacteristic sense of melancholy. There is a
touch of sadness in this cartoon as both Donald and Bootle, now in their old
age, look back upon their lives. The older Donald is somewhat reminiscent of
Scrooge McDuck. Bootle narrates after Donald leaves to do an errand. The
flashback consists of the time both were stranded on a desert island.
Throughout the cartoon, Donald consistently "cheats" Bootle and shows selfcentered behavior. This entails taking more than his fair ration, sneaking
more water, and tricking Bootle into doing more than his fair share of the
work.
But the ending takes on a pleasant surprise. Donald is rescued and Bootle is
left alone abandoned on the island. Dejected and hurt by Donald's lack of
caring, Bootle sorrowfully turns away. At the last possible moment, Donald
calls back for Bootle and takes him with him. Flashing back to the present,
Donald returns to their home and again cheats Bootle out of his fair share, thus
proving that Donald
still has some of his old cantankerous personality left.
The characters of both Spike and Bootle Beetle show a further softening of
the personality of Donald's foils. Contrasted, with Donald's other nemeses,
Spike is not overtly aggressive unless challenged by Donald. Bootle Beetle
continues this trend as he shows a genuine concern for the duck. Not only is
there this mellowing, but the characters are becoming more distinct and fully
three dimensionalized than in the earlier Donald's Nephews, and less trouble
seeking than the chipmunks in Chip an' Dale.

CHAPTER XII

CONCLUSION

Walt Disney was known for controlling his films much more closely than
his contemporaries and according to Schneider:
But by then [ 1930’s], Disney had also begun to restrict the range of what
he found acceptable. As the flagship in film's family entertainment,
Disney felt an ever-greater need to keep his work within the bounds of
straightforward storytelling, creating fantasies that would envelop
viewers through traditional means. For Disney, this meant developing
ever greater realism in his films, as well as suppressing many of the
signals that would remind audiences that what they were watching was,
in fact, a cartoon. (44)
Possibly these restrictions also affected the humor in the Disney cartoons and
thereby "grounded" them more closely to reality than other animated
characters. This may be what led some critics including Richard Hollis and
Brian Sibley, authors of The Disney Studio Storv. to feel that Donald failed in
living up to the humorous possibilities other more "adaptable" cartoon
characters, "But even at his most explosive, Donald's antics paled in
significance beside the violently, anarchic characters created by Tex Avery,
Chuck Jones, and others." (64)
What Hollis and Sibley fail to consider are the comic strengths that Donald
possesses. It is hard to imagine other manic characters such as Wile E. Coyote,
Daffy Duck, and even Bugs Bunny being put in such a wide variety of settings
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and function well in their assigned roles. While they are effective in their
portrayals, they may not be so outside of them. The fact that Donald can be
plugged into a multitude of various job situations is to his benefit. He can be a
fire-fighter, police officer, wrestler, lumberjack, and with Huey, Dewey, and
Louie, a part-time parent. If anything, Donald is truly versatile. In addition to
his ability to function in a wide variey of settings, he can also play the hero or
villain in a cartoon, and in either case still arouse the audience's sympathy.
Since most of Donald's plotting ends in his own defeat, his tremendous ego is
deflated. In Inferior Decorator. Donald is vicious to Spike throughout the short.
Despite this, it is still possible for the audience to feel sorry for the duck as the
bees all wait their turn to sting him.
He is much more flawed and human than his other animated counterparts
and is closer to the problems that are encountered in the real world. This is
most evident in the frustration cartoons where he must struggle with some
inanimate object (fixing a tire, trying to stop a drip). Much of the early
comedy involving Donald was derived from the spirit of the invective and
comic expectations were soon built around his failures.
Assault comedy was used quite frequently during these early years. The
Disney animators took great pains to stage fantastically constructed gags as
inanimate objects almost took on a life of their own. These complex gags had
comic possibilities that vere denied iO other real-life comedians such as
Chaplin and Lloyd. Exaggeration and surrealistic gags deepened the chasm
between the real world and the animated one.
Because Donald was successful with his early pairings alongside Mickey and
Goofy, his popularity proved that he was strong enough to have his own series.
It is possible that one reason for the eventual cessation of these team-ups was
that his more violent comedy became incompatible with Mickey's "nice guy"
image.
When Donald was paired up with other characters, he was most often in

conflict with them as in the frustration cartoon. That again confirms his
purpose to serve as a comic foil. The one possible exception to this is Daisy
because he is not in conflict with her. lie is out to win her affections.
Frustration still occurs at various times: Donald must battle his nephews, the
chipmunks, or even other rivals to spend time with Daisy.
When Huey, Dewey, and Louie and Chip and Dale were introduced in the
Donald shorts, they served primarily as foils. But as the characters returned
for more appearances, the assault comedy gave way to characterization, a
development of both positive and negative personality traits, and other forms
of comedy developed such as overstatement and at times even black humor.
This shift became evident by the late forties and early fifties as shown in
Donald’s Happy Birthday (nephews' personalities more fully developed), Out of
Scale (comedy derived from situation itself and not solely on gags)and Daisy's
Dilemma (black humor).
As the animators continued, they found it was no longer necessary to rely
on excessive use of physical humor. Comedy mixed with compassion could
bring about highly effective cartoons. The creation of Spike the bee showed
an antagonist for Donald that was not totally set out to bother him. The same
could be said of Bootle Beetle who even displays a concern for the duck. In
several shorts such as Wet Paint (1946) and Sea Saits. Donald unexpectedly
redeems himself by showing a rare act of mercy. Just as the silent comedians
moved from straight gags to incorporating sentiment and pathos into their
humor so occasionally did the animators at Disney. Donald was just as
successful at evoking comedy by "winning" as he did by being the victim.
The earlier cartoons may have been more creative in promoting frustration
for Donald, but the comedy of character dictates change and expansion. The
latter cartoons, How to Have An Accident in the Home (1956) and How To Have
An Accident at Work (1959) show an intense mixing of gags, character, and
comic devices while still teaching the public about the mostly commonly

caused accidents. These films might have an educational bent to them, but they
are no less effective in the animators' use of humor. The most important
addition is the use of voice-over narration provided through the character of
J.J. Fate who points out how accident-prone Donald is though he himself is
unaware of this failing (understatement). Physical gags are still used, but now
comedy is derived from the personality itself rathan just the pratfalls or the
situations in which the character was caught up in.
Bergson's theory that humor desensitizes is more evident in the earlier
Donald Duck cartoons. Mickey's Fire Brigade, with its more volatile nature and
the frequent use of assault humor (the animated flames attacking Mickey,
Donald, and Goofy) is characteristic of this. As times changed, certain
animators gave Donald a less abrasive edge. His constant losing gave way to
stories where Donald showed a softer, human side. A less physical and more
gentle type of humor emerged. The action gag—the gag that specialized on the
"timing and the unique way a character moved" (Too Funny For Words 28)—
became more predominant as more animated films focused on those special
gags that worked with those characters. Facial expressions, reactions and
relationships w-ere given more screen time and the dehumanized more violent
gags decreased. The later shorts such as Out of Scale. Inferior Decorator, and
Sea Salts relied less on violent gags and the characters such as Chip, Dale and
Spike emerged as fully developed individuals rather than just as bit players
who merely responded to Donald. The evolution of comic forms was
unavoidable. Human nature and its constant capacity to desire something new
dictated that the comedy change and that it reinvent itself. The more slapstick
and physical gag-oriented cartoon of the late thirties and forties gave way to
the more complex humor involving the character or situation itself rather
than just physical comedy. Out of Scale derives some of its comedy from the
very situation itself and does not rely totally on the ususal agression humor
between the threesome.
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Some saw these changes, but gave various reasons. Disney scholar John
Grant noted changes in the humor of Donald Duck cartoons due to a "shift away
from Jack King as DD's main director" rather than any deliberate choice by
Disney (Grant letter). Another theory is mentioned in the introduction to the
video Donald's Bee Pictures. The narrator points out "that cartoons were
changing. Movie audiences of the forties demanded fast-paced situations and
rollicking sight gags." Jack Hannah has described the same situation:
When Warner Brothers and MGM started out with Tom and Jerry and Bugs
Bunny and their different characters, they started more on the premise of
fast gags and a topper and then that was it. We (the Disney animators)
were trained more in the storyline to build a stronger story behind it
(Hannah interview, Donald's Bee Pictures).
Quite possibly, this change of direction may have softened the duck's earlier
irascibility. It is possible that the Disney animators could have fallen into the
same trap as with Mickey, with Donald turning into too nice of a character to
take the more violent gags. But the cessation of regular Disney cartoons in the
early sixties made this academic.
Despite these and other criticisms that the Disney cartoons focused too much
on sentimentality and cute little animals, the humor in these shorts survives
and is a testament to the fluidity of Donald and the fact that more than other
Disney animated characters, he could always make us laugh.
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